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National Forum 

'Engaged in Debate 
and Struggle' 

National Forum Convenor Satha Coopar and publicity Moratory Lualba Ktlofco 
apcke to SUSAN WGWf about tha 0*0 atructure and operationa, and Its 

parcaptlona of tha UDF. 

What la the National Forum - an event or 
an organisation? 

The NF la an alliance of organisations 
of the left, which are all socialist. 
There Is no other common factor. It is 
not an affiliate structure. A wide range 
of allied groups attend the forums we 
hold at least twice a year. They are 
occasions for analysis and taking 
Ideological positions: one forum 
produced the first complete internal 
response to the Nkomati Accord, for 
example. 

At the first national forum in 1983, a 
wide range of opposition tendencies was 
represented for the first time, from 
Black Consciousness and Africanism to 
worker1sts and Charterists. This 
diversity remains: the NF now has Black 
Consciousness groups like AZAPO; 
Africanlst groups like Azanlan National 
Youth Unity; extreme class-analysis 
positions like that of the Western Cape 
Youth League; and non-racialism as 
represented by some Cape Action League 
affiliates. There are groups which place 
the nationalist struggle above the class 
struggle, and there are labour groupings 
as well. The Azanlan Manifesto sets out 
the principles of this alliance. 

Ultimately, the NF Is not an 
organisation, but a forum - by our 
nature we must assume organisational 
limits to our activities. There have 
been calls for the NF as such to 
undertake co-ordinated action, but it 
cannot be done because of our alliance 
nature. 

What are tha NF'e present relations with 
the UDPf 

The March 1985 national forum In Durban 
was the first at which no 

representatives of UDF affiliates were 
present. The National Education Crisis 
Committee (NECC) meeting on the same 
weekend, which the UDF hierarchy 
attended, did not fall on the same days 
as the forum. 
The reason the UDF stayed away this 

time was, we think, its leaders' belief 
In Its exclusive authority. Its sole 
representativeness and Its general push 
for hegemony. UDF leaders see themselves 
as in a state of internecine warfare, an 
attitude which has led to the violations 
of democracy exemplified by violent 
attacka on AZAPO, particularly In the 
Eastern Cape. 

This attitude represents a 
misunderstanding of the democratic 
process - people In South Africa have 
for so long been victims of lack of 
democracy that they regard anything but 
collective conformity to a line with 
suspicion. When groups which share many 
of the same alms do apeak up in debate, 
suspicion arises. But the NF does not 
believe in a one-party approach; its 
genesis and basis is non-sectarian. 

What is your evidence for these 
criticisms of tha UDF? 

A major recent instance: the NF, the 
Azanlan People's Organisation (AZAPO) 
and various student, community and 
educational bodies' representatives 
initiated the preliminary meeting on 11 
December which resulted in the Wits 
education crisis conference at the end 
of December last year. 

In trying to co-operate with UDF 
bodies there, we found throughout that, 
when it case to the question of 
organisational representation, non-UDF 
bodies were under pressure: our numbers 
of delegates were eroded, decisions were 
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taken in our absence without our being 
notified of the meetings, and In one 
case when a meeting waa called, none of 
the UDP organisations showed up. At 
Hits, notions already passed had their 
wording quietly altered. Continual 
violations of even formal democracy were 
constant in an effort to control and 
exclude any but DDF interests. 
The Easter national forum resolved to 

attend the NECC meeting collectively to 
present our objections - but when we 
learned that delegates had been attacked 
by Inkatha lapis* we changed our minds 
and stated our solidarity instead, since 
we did not want our challenge to be 
Identified with Inkatha'a attack. 

If your accusations about DDF practices 
are accurate, why should an outsider not 
aaa MP and UDF leadership as 
Intel1actual groups competing for 
constituencies and power? 

Our tendencies are very different from 
those of the UDF. Ha reject the coercive 
conformity of much of the UDF's 
practice, and base ourselves on the 
right to review and criticise, we feel 
it is positive, for Instance, that the 
Asanian Manifesto amy be changed and 
developed, rather than remaining rigidly 
static. 

Other than rhetorically, how does the IIP 
differ from the DDF? 

Our practice Is essentially differenti 
It Is socialist in principle. Full 
democratic participation in all joint 
decisions Is basic. That is why ws hold 
the regular forums. And the right to 
criticise leadership Is Inherent -
something the UDF claims but does not 
permit. We have no secret cabals which 
take decisions behind closed doors to 
impose on constituencies, as they do. 

The NF central structure does not 
intervene in the activities of its local 
organisations In the way the UDF top 
hierarchy does. He supported the 
national May Day cell because we were 
naked by our constituents to do so, but 
regional programmes will differ as local 
organisations decide. He believe that 
local organisations need to be 
strengthened in their operations rather 
than weakened by dominance from the 
centre. 

The NF central structure is designed 
to provide theoretical input, to enable 
analytical conclusions to be hammered 

out and agreement reached on ainimum 
programmes for local organisations to 
undertake. If representatives of NF 
constituent organisations cannot agree 
on policy at a forum, the Issue will 
fall away, though this has not happened 
to date. He take concerted action only 
when consensus has been reached. Our 
detractors often refer to us aa a loose 
alliance, meaning an Insignificant one. 
But we are loose only In the sense that 
we are democratic. 

Our decisions are taken in open public 
debate. At the last forum, for example, 
we agreed to discuss the national 
crisis, and local groups put forward 
specific Issues for the agenda. Issues 
then raised were those of the national 
convention, education and disinvestment. 
For example, once Action Youth put 
forward May Day action as an Issue for 
forua discussion, various NF area 
committees sounded out constituent 
organisations. They are all notified of 
the agenda - on paper if possible, by 
telephone if time is short. But 
representatives at the forua itself 
cannot lobby for a draft resolution 
before the debate, because that would be 
undemocratic. 

Recently the MP seems to hare triad to 
offer aa olive branch to the UDP. 

Ha never severed relations with the UDF. 
But we hold to the right to criticise 
their or anyone's practice and 
principles, in order to crystallise 
those areas that we have in common, and 
in the process of joint action, to 
develop a basis for unity in struggle. 
He see the outcome of this as 

particularly urgent now, after more than 
a year of internecine black-on-black 
violence. Our interest in unity or co
operation is not because we see 
ourselves es being sidelined; unlike the 
UDF we have not striven to aaintaln a 
high aedla profile, with national 
publicity campaigns around the issues we 
undertake. Ha prefer the publicity to go 
to the credit of organisations In the 
field. 

Hhat is your attitude to the 
prollf eratloo of local-level street and 
area committees and people's courts, 
often run by UDF afflllatest 

We support development of strong 
people's organisations, whatever their 
affiliation, aa long as they do not 
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serve the ruling class. But we ere 
dubloue of coercive Measures which 
weaken the image of resistance In the 
communities. Rather than force, there 
should be a process of consclentlsation. 
Popular leadera ere supposed to be 
representative, end If they use coercive 
tactlca It lessens the appeal of the 
struggle eaong the masses. Activists 
should not make people lose hope and 
faith In the harbingers of freedom. 

What doe* socialism mean to the wide 
range of MF organisations which espouse 
itf 

We have no models, In that we do not 
espouse the Soviet or Chinese or any 
other existing system, though other 
struggles may provide pointers. Rather 
we see the move towards socialism ae a 
process of dealing with specific local 
problems and issues on a principled 
basis. Because the NF is coherent as to 
its goal, It can tolerate differences in 
approach, tactlca and strategy* 

The HF is often accused of being 
dominated by intellectuals, and ae such 
cut Off from the grassroots. 

Many of our leaders, like the UDF'e, are 
intellectuals. The issue ie whether they 
represent the interests of their 
constituencies, especially working-class 
interests. People like the Council of 
Unions of SA's Phlroehaw Camay and the 
Asanlan Confederation of Trade Onions' 
Pandelenl Nefolovhodwe ere in e sense 
intellectuals, but represent workers' 
interests. 

The question is not so much the dees 
origins of activists, ee the structure 
within which we operate* end the degree 
to which it furthers an alternative 
South Africa. For example, in a number 
of cases where NF officials have been 
criticised by grassroots membership, 
they have been dumped, and Indeed some 
left voluntarily. Officials ere 
accountable and recallable. 

What then do you mesn by your repented 
assertion of the importance of working 
class leadership? 

Intellectuals can maintain working-class 
leadership, when they are strongly 
linked to a working-class constituency 
and act only on a real mandate. It ie 
possible to have organisations with 
predominantly working-class membership 

which do not expreee basic working-class 
Interests - Inkatha's union, UWUSA, ie 
an example. While the majority of its 
members will be workers, it will 
nonetheless work for capitalism. 

But ie it not Stallnlet to 
group of activists may be 
accurately attuned to workers 
lnta raata then workers 

that 

H r«*l 

You would not be able to get e worker to 
eey that it le right that he be 
exploited to make e boee rich. But any 
group can be manipulated against its 
interests, end that le why it ie so 
Important to allow the real interests of 
our constituency to emerge through open 
debate end democratic structures. 

We ere engaged in practical education 
work to instill socialist consciousness, 
working with student representative 
councils end parent-teacher 
associations. We ere active in support 
work for unions. It ie not our Job to 
provide worker education ee euch, that 
is for the unions, but we contribute to 
cultural events, end of course have 
members involved In union organisation. 
Our labour connections ere not limited 
to CUSA and AZACTU, though in the 
prevailing climate others avoid 
unequlvocebly aligning themselves with 

We have black students' study 
projects, and the Cape Action League ie 
active in high schools with Its 
affiliate, Students of Young Axanle. 
AZASM has Its Black Students' Study 
Project. We are concerned with 
developing alternative education ae 
well, though hampered by limited 
resources, since we get no outside 
funds. 

Our programmes ere not Just 
discussions and workshops. We also 
undertake houae visits, to find out whet 
le uppermost on people's minds. If rent 
le en issue, we cenvase people's 
opinions - rather than telling them: 
'Our leadera say you must boycott*• In 
the last couple of years eteyeway and 
boycott tactlca have been overused end 
sometimes abused. Such calls may be 
forced on communities with no thought of 
the strain on people's resources in 
terms of jobs, money end safety. And 
with coercive measures to ensure 
conformity, there le no openness to 
alternative suggestions. 

22 
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Bat what of your call for action on and 
aftar May Day and batman 16 and 26 
Jantf 

This la not a call for boycott, but 
rather a call for local organisations to 
undertake concerted action within 
their existing programmes for those 
periods. He do not believe It will 
collapse the state - It la a long march 
to social change. Action cannot always 
be at peak intensity; that la why a 
period of strongly focused activity la a 
way of highlighting the power of the 
people, and at leaat affecting the 
government power base. In those periods, 
we want organisations, NF and outsiders, 
to get together to seek unity and 
cohealveneea. 

with its stress on theoretical and 
analytical inputs, It could appear that 
the NF conceives itself aa a vanguard 
party. 

It la a perception that can easily 
arise, end perhaps that la why the 
Charterlata feel threatened. But we do 
not have the organisational structure to 
constitute ourselves aa a vanguard 
party. Realistically, we are Halted to 
acting aa a catalyst on principled 
activists to bring people together. 
we cannot say that in the course of 

tine aone kind of vanguard organisation 
night not evolve from the NF, but we 
cherish no aabitlons to claim authority 
aa a aole representative of the people. 
If a new vanguard socialist party ware 
to emerge which encompassed the 
principles in the Azanian Manifesto, we 
would be overjoyed. 

Surely the stress the HT lays on 
conaclantlalng contradicts Ita socialist 
position, In that It lapltea an ideallet 
rather than a materialist approach* 

Conaclentlaatlon la not a natter of 
theoretical Input only* but involves 

practical action and a challenge to 
existing social relatione. We have 
programmes that follow through during 
the Intervale between forums. Certainly 
we atreas the need to raise people'a 
consciousness - especially when the 
alternative la coercion - to enable them 
to perceive the beat strategy needed to 
realise their objective interests. But 
our programmes and organisations have a 
real and material existence, we are 

concerned to combine theory and action, 
rather then to have action without 
principle. 
It la unfair to see the NF aa engaged 

merely in debate without involvement In 
struggle and action. And In fact. If our 
constituent groups are not practically 
active, why are they subject to attacks 
from competing groups? It la fear. And 
that la why other groups are reluctant 
to share a platform with us In debate aa 
well. 

The Banter forum produced a pungent 
denunciation of a national convention. 
But why do you consider the issue a live 
one at present? 

That forum dealt with aspects of the 
national crisis, specifically 
considering the issue of a national 
convention, which we precelve to be a 
centrist tactic to hijack the struggle. 
Mandela hlaaelf la on record saying that 
the time for a national convention has 
passed. 

But people like Van Zyl Slabbert are 
now seeking to re-establish credibility 
In resistance circles. Such operatora, 
we believe, hope .to make Inroads) to 
dictate the structure of the struggle, 
to skew it towards being merely an anti-
apartheid issue. He feel the point of 
departure for the struggle must be 
fundamentally anti-exploitation and 
anti-capitalist. The Botha reforms could 
result in a national convention sellout, 
and this must be guarded against. 

ORGANISAIIONS PARTICIPATING IK THE NT** 

Major corns ti tuent s 

Aaanlan Feoplee Organisation (AZAPO)i claimed membership, 110 000; 103 branches 
in Northern, Central, Southern and Western Transvaal, Veal, Beat Rand, Border, 
Eastern, Northern and Western Cape and Natal. 

Asaalatt Confederation of Trade Union* (AZACTU)t claimed total membership of 11 
union affiliates, 95 000; baaed mainly In Transvaal, Northern and Eastern Cape. 
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Axanian Student Movement (AZASM); claimed membership, 80 000; 85 branches 
nationwide. 

I m ^ H Tooth Organisation (AZAYO): Claimed memberahip, 12 000s Branches in 
Pretoria, Vaal and Western Transvaal. 

Agajfcjmm National Tooth Unity (AZANYU): Membership not available; branches *in 
various areas'. 

Cepe Action League (CAL)i Meabershlp not available; 39 affiliates in the Western 
Cape. 

Council of Unions of 8A (CUSA)J Clalned total membership 180 000; 12 affiliates. 

OTHER XT PARTICIPANTS AMD AKSA8 OP OPERATION 

Student/Youth/Educational: 
* Action Youth - Tranevaal 
* Axanian Youth Council (AZAYC0) 
- national 

* Black Students Study Project 
- national 

* Council for Black Education and 
Research - Transvaal and W.Cape 

* Plrgrove/Macaasar Students 
Organisation - W.Cape 

* Izopo Youth - Natal 
* Lagunyacro (Langa-Gugeletu-Nyanga-
Crossroada) Youth - W.Cape 

* Leboakgoao Youth Unity - N.Transvaal 
* Mitchells Plain Islamic Youth Brigade 
- W.Cape 

* Macassar Students Organlaatlon 
- W.Cape 
Mpumalanga Youth - Natal 
Pieteraburg Youth Movement 
- N.Transvaal 
Project 2 000 - N.Transvaal 
Retreat Youth Movement - W.Cape 
Seshego Students Representative 
Council - N.Transvaal 

* Students of Young Asania - W.Cape and 
Transvaal 

* Western Cape Youth League 

Clvlc/fn—unity t 
* Black Commuters Watchdog Union 
- Pieteraburg 
Bishop Lavis Action Committee - W.Capa 
Community Support Committee 
- Soweto/Johannesburg 
Ithuseng Health Centre - N. Transvaal 
Kagiso Action Committee - Want Rand 
KwaThema Advice Centre - Seat Rand 
Lotus River Tenants Association 
- W.Cape 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* Macassar Civic Association - W.Cape 
* Mpumalanga Residents Association 

- Natal 
* Retreat/Steenberg Civic Association 
- W.Cape 

* Salt River-Woodstock-Walaer Batata 
Residents Association - W.Cape 

* Seshego Civic Association 
- N.Transvaal 

* Zimelanl Co-op - Tranakei 

Profes si onal/Culturalt 
* Afrika Cultural Centre - Transvaal 
* Babopu Cultural Organlaatlon 

- N.Transvaal 
* Black Academic Staff Association 
- N.Transvaal 
Black Lawyers Association - national 
Brotherhood Sporting and Social Club 
- Eldorado Park 
Health Workers Society - W.Cape 
Iaball Youth League - Natal 
Maake Club - N.Transvaal 
Port Elisabeth Young Artists 
Association (PEYARTA) - E.Cape 
People's Cultural Project - Soweto 
Sechaba Cultural Club - N.Transvaal 

* 

* 

Independent unionsI 
• Black Health and Allied Workers Union 
of SA (BHAWUSA) 

• Domestic Workers Association (DWASA) 
• SA Black Municipal and Allied Workers 
Union (SABMAWU) 

* Black Women Unite * national 
* Zamanl Soweto Slaters' Council 
* Soweto 

** Information aupplied by NP officials, who add that this Hat la not 
exhaustive, and claim that further educational, youth and particularly 
labour organisations attend forums and co-operate in NP progri 

but choose to avoid public identification with the NP. 


